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ABSTRACT
This report is based upon observations and experiences during
eight weeks at the Child Developroont Center, a University-Affiliated
Mental Retardation Training Cente�, Medical Units, University of
Tennessee, Memphis, Tennessee.

Additional experiences in a variety

of community health agencies were planned to complement the experi
ences at the Child Development Center.

The purpose of the field

training was to supplement academic training in public health nutri
tion at The University of Tennessee.

In addition to a planned

orientation, information on the Child Developnent Center and addi
tional community health agencies was obtained through selected
references, conferences, consultations, and observations.

Observation

and participation in the program of the Child Development Center and
in a variety of conununity health agencies increased the student's
knowledge of the practice of public health nutrition.

During the

field experience, the student gained an understanding of mental retarda
tion with special emphasis on the role of the nutritionist.

She in

creased her underst anding of the application of the interdisciplinary
philosophy.

She improved
her skills
in working with medical and para.

medical professions by observing other nutritionists and by partici
pating in activities with medical and paramedical personnel.
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CHAPI'ER I
INTRODUCTION
The field experience in public health nutrition integrates
theory and practice. Under the guidance of the agency advisor, the
student is provided experiences to apply academic knowiedge to develop
professional ex>mpetence.
The student chose to do her field experience at the Child
Development Center, a University-Affiliated Mental Retardation Train
ing Center, Medical Units, University of Tennessee, Memphis.

The

Child Development Center was selected because it provided a clinical
setting and interdisciplinary training and service in a community
with a variety of health agencies.
Specific objectives were to gain:
1.

an increased knowledge of the application of the inter

disciplinary philosophy,
2.

an improved understanding of mental retardation with special

emphasis on the role of the nutritionist,
3.

an opportunity to

gain

skills in working with medical and

paramedical professions,
4.

an opportunity to explore services provided through official

and voluntary health agencies,

5.

an opportunity to evaluate her own ability through consulta

tion with professional and nonprofessional persons; planning, executing,
1
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and evaluating nutritional activities; and periodic review and evalua
tion of her performance with the agency advisor.
In this report, the student will present an analysis of her
observations and experiences during her field placement at the Child
Development Center.

Chapter II describes ecological fa�tors that

relate to Memphis as a regional center for the Medical Units as well
as the Child Development Center.

Chapter III considers mental re

tardation and the interdisciplinary philosophy at the Child DeveloP
ment Center.

Chapter IV covers the student's evaluation of profes

sional growth through selected activities.
evaluates the field experience.

Chapter V summarizes and

CHAPTER II
MEMPHIS
Certain ecological factors relate to Memphis as a regional medi
cal center.

The central location of Memphis in a region of seven Mid

south states is related to certain social and economic characteristics
which influence population trends.
I.

GEOGRAPHIC FACTORS

In 1819, the year after the United States purchased the land on
the Chi?kasaw Bluffs overlooking the Mississippi River, Andrew Jackson
selected the name for the �llage, ''Memphis, n meaning "place of good
abode. " The village was named after th e city on the Nile of the same
name.

Some people call the Mississippi River the "American Nile. "
Memphis covers 189 square miles. Memphis and Shelby County

cover an area of 783 square miles.

The Memphis Metropolitan Area is

made up of Shelby County, Tennessee, and Crittenden County, Arkansas;
it covers 1,363 square miles (1).

The central location of Memphis in

a region or seven Mid-south states is related to several important
characteristics.
II.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE.POPULATION

Social and Economic . Characteristics
As the largest city in the Mid-south, Memphis is a leader in
agriculture, business, and industry.

3

The Memphis wholesale trade area

consists of seven Mid-south states (Tennessee, Kentucky, Missouri,
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Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, and Alabama) with an estimated
population in 1969 of more than 9, 000, 000. Within a 50-mile radius
of Memphis are an estimated 1, 200, 000 people (1).
The growth of Memphis has been, in a large part, due to in
creasing productivity of agricultural commodities and livestock.
Diversification has brought about a well-balanced agricultural
program in the region.

Livestock and poultry, cotton, soybeans, and

forest products are the major contributors to the economy.

Rice, corn,

and small grains are also produced. More and more emphasis has been
given to the production of vegetables. Income from this source will
probably grow in the near future.

Income from farm receipts in the

Memphis trade area exceeds $2, 000, 000, 000.

Cotton, soybeans, live

stock, poultry, and forest products each produce an annual income
exceeding $2, 000, 000. More than one-third of the nation's cotton
crop is bought or sold each year by members of the Memphis Cotton
Exchange (1) .
Memphis ranks among the nation's largest wholesale and distri
bution centers.

The city's location and excellent transportation system

make Memphis attractive to business and industry desiring to reach
growing markets in the Mid-south.

Not only is it located on the

Mississippi River, it is also on Interstate Highway 40 and Interstate

Highway 55 and on several railway lines that go north, south, east, and
west.

In 1969 the airport became ''Memphis International Airport."

This me,ns the city became a customs port of origin. Although it may
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be

sometime before the ninways can acconunodate the larger overseas air

craft, air traffic continues to increase.

Passenger traffic increased

from 1, 256, 816 in 1968 to an estimated 1, 400, 000 in 1969.

Cargo traffic

increased from 63, 796, 243 pounds in 1968 to an estimated 10,000,000
pounds in 1969 (2).
These excellent transportation systems have contributed to the
growth of Memphis as a manufacturing center. Approximately 800 indus
tries are located in Memphis.

Manufacturing employment reached an

all-time high of 61, 900 in 1969 with a payroll of $33,000,000.

Total

non-manufacturing employment was at an all-time high of 256, 500 in
July, 1969.

Unemployment is consistently below the national average (1).

According to Paul Lowry, director of the Memphis State University
Bureau of Business and Economic Research, "the cost of l�ving here
[in Memphis] is lower than the national average" (3). ·Perhaps this is
one factor that has contributed to the population gain in the pa&tLten
years.
Population Trends
Population trends reflect the city's rapid growth.

More than

one-half
. . ' the population gain for the state of Tennessee between 1950
and 1960 occurred in Memphis and Shelby County. The Official Census
in 1960 showed 494, 524 people in the city and 627,019 people in the
Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (1).

The Shelby County Health

Department estimated the area's population at the end of 1969 as
150,000.

Sixty-three percent of the population is white,while 37

percent of the population is nonwhite (4).
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The Memphis City School System is one of the ten fastest growing
school systems in the country. There are 19 institutions of higher
learning in Memphis (1). The expansion of the colleges and universi
ties in Memphis has been an important factor in attracting people to
the metropolitan area.

The cultural and educational advantages, ·in

turn, a:mtrlbute to the thriving medical center that includes the Uni
versity of Tennessee.Medical Units. The availability of the medical
and paramedical personnel as well as the educational institutions pro
vide valuable resources for a University-Affiliated Mental Retardation
Training Center.
III.

THE UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE MEDICAL UNITS

The University of Tennessee Medical Units are an integral part
of Memphis and Shelby County. Within the area of the University of
Tennessee Medical Units and the Memphis Medical Center are 35 buildings.
Besides the buildings containing classrooms, there are numerous hos
pitals.

The City of Memphis Hospitals include John Gaston Hospital and

Ga.ilor Clinics, the William F.• Bowld H.ospital and Clinical Research
Center, E. H. Crump Hospital, and Le Bonheur Children's Hospital.
Kennedy Veterans Hospital, Baptist Memorial Hospital, and Memphis and
Shelby County Health Department are also in the area.
In interviews in the City of Memphis Hospital s, the student
learned about the contribution of each facility to the, community as
well as to the Medical Units.

Developing a project at the Gailor Clinic,

Pediatric Out-patient Department, provided an opportunity to learn more
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about the specific contribution of one particular unit.

During inter-

views with public health nurses and doctors, the role of the Memphis
and Shelby County Health Department within the medical complex was
identified.
In 1969-1970, 1, 66o students enrolled at the Medical Units.
The budget for 1969-1970 is $10, 144, 700.
facilities is one indication·of expansion.

Construction of additional
In 1969 the Wassal Randolph

Student-Alumni Center was completed at a cost of $5, 200, 000.

In 1969

the Gailor Clinics at John Gaston Hospital were renovated at .a cost
of $847, 000.

Sometime in 1970 the University-Affiliated Mental

Retardation Training Center will be completed

( 5). Along with these

accomplishments, some problems have been projected.

A recent article in the Memphis Commercial Appeal lists four
possible problems for the University of Tennessee Medical Units in the
coming years:
1.

In 1976, the contract between the University and the City

of Memphis Hospitals will expire.
2.

The University of Tennessee Medical Units have no teaching

hospital.

J. The University of Tennessee Medical Units are faced with

a shortage of funds in a tine of rising medical costs.

4.

There is a manpower shortage in most medical professions (6).

For nearly ,,0 years the University or Tennessee and the City·
o! Memphis have had an agreement in which the City o! Memphis operates
the City o! Memphis Hospitals and pays the salaries o! the interns and
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the residents on the house staffs.

In return, the University of Tennessee

pays the salaries of the teaching staff as well as providing some facili ...
ties and som:3 services.

Some believe that the city will not renew the

contract when it expires in 1976.

Dr. Eugene Forlinkle, Tennessee Com-

missioner of Public Hea� th, has said, "the City of Memphis is strongly
dependent upon the University of Tennessee, and rightfully so, for
professional medical care to low income people, and the university, of
course, is stron.gly dependent upon the city and county for a hospital"

(6).
The second possible problem in the coming years is related to
the dependence of the University of Tennessee upon the city and co�nty
for a hospital.

The city hospitals provide medical teaching experi

ences and services for a varied cross-section of illnesses and injuries;
however, some believe training in research is limited.

There has been

some discussion concerning the purchase by the University of Tennessee
of William F. Bowld Hospital where the Clinical Research Center is
located ( 6).
The third problem-area may be in the shortage of funds. Some
believe that the recent m3rger of the city and county hospitals under
a joint board of trustees will enable the University of Tennessee to
strengthen its teaching program by providing more funds.

�n 1969 a

budget of $21,827,818 was requested by the City of Memphis Hospitals;
the city council adopted a budget of $19, 022,561 (6).
The fourth problem-area is related to the manpower shortage in
all medical professions.

Teaching effectiveness may

be

affected.

The
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lack of professionals to staff hospitals adequately reduces the number
of patients that can be admitted.

Pre sently, 90 out of the 920 beds

in the City of Memphis Hospitals are not in use because of a shortage
of registered nurses and licensed practical nurses (6).

V. MEMPHIS AND SHELBY COUNTY HEALTH DEPAR'IMENT
The. >Memphis and Shelby �County'Heal th ,!)epa:rtment is the official
The organizational chart of

agency for both the city and the county.

the Memphis and Shelby County Health Department is shown in tig. 1.
It operates under the City and County Hea lth Commissioners with an
annual budget of approximately $1,400,000.

The city and county provide

80 percent of the funds; the state and the federal governments provide
20 percent of the funds.
The health department is located on Jefferson Avenue in the
medical center.

There are three neighborhood health centers: Welling

ton Health Center, South Memphis Health Center, and Gutherie Health
Center. A mobile health unit serves t� county.

A permanent chest

X�ray unit is in Gail�r Clinic, and two mobile chest X-ray units serve

both the city and county •

. All public health workers strive to educate th e community in
order to achieve optimum health for everyone. The objective of all
public health workers is to protect the publi c's health by preventing
illness, accident, disease, and death.

In planning public health pro

grams, vital statistics are used to locate problem areas.

In evaluating

public he.�1 th programs, vital statistics are used to indicate improvements.

MEMPHIS AND SHELBY COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
COMMISSIONERS
County
City
Programs

.
Policies

I

I

Budgets
Policy
I
Administration

I

ADMINISTRATIVE DIVISION
DIRECTOR

Voluntary Agencies
State Programs
National Programs

I ASSISTANT DIRECTOR I

Annual
Report
Evaluations
;& Surveys

I Research

I,

ADMINISTRATIVE 1
ASSISTANT

Supvr. of
Printing

Communicable
Disease
Control
'Div.

Dental
Health
Div.

Health
Education Div.

Mental
Health
Center

Nursing
'
and Child Div.
Health; I
School
Health
Div.

Maternal

Official
Photographer

Special
Activi
ties

Bureau of Tuber- Venereal Vital
Labo- Related
Sanitary
culosis1 Disease I Records ratory 1 ActiviEngineer- Control Control
ties
ing
Div.
Div.

Fig. 1 Organization of the Memphis and Shelby County Haalth
Department.

......
0
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Preliminary figures indicate that resident births in Memphis and Shelby
County continue to decline.

The present birth rate of 18 per 1, 000

popul�tion is the lowest since 1940 (4).
years has been family planning clinics.
is 22 per 1, 000 live births.
on record (4).

A major emphasis in recent
The infant mortality rate

This is the lowest infant mortality rate

Perhaps prenatal conferences have contributed to the

decline in infant deaths.
The student had interviews with the physician who is director
of Maternal and Child Health and with the director of the Division of
Nursing, as well as numerous contacts with other public health nurses.
Since the majority of her time was spent with nurses, the Division of
Nursing will be discussed in greater detail.
Division of Nursing
A generalized public health nursing service is provided for the
54 nursing districts of Memphis and Shelby County.

Boundaries of

districts are set according to census tracts in the city and according
to enumeration districts in the county.
assigned to each of the 54 districts.

A public health nurse is
The present nursing staff in

cludes 1 director of nursing, 10 supervising nurses, 79 public health
nurses, and 21 licensed practical nurses.

The staff also includes 6

public healt h inve stigator assistants, 1 secretary, 14 typists,
clinic helpers, 12 part-time sc ho o l clerks, and 2 bus drivers.

4

Generalized nursing service includes well-child conferences,
prenatal conferences, sc hool health services, family planning clinics,
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and clinical nursing conferences.

The clinical nursing conferences were

established to provide care to some patients who had been attending the
out-patient clinics at City of Memphis Hospitals.

Patients selected

for referral to the clinical nursing conferences have been diagnosed
and treated until they have achie�ed a stabilized condition.

Those

patients with hypertensive, cardiac, or diabetic conditions require
periodic observation arx:t medication, By using standing orders and
instructions from referring physicians, the nurses provide tre atnent.
The clinical nursing conferences are held at the three neighborhood
The program reduces the

health centers and at six other locations.

case load at the out-patient clinics at the City of Memphis Hospitals
and helps the patient because he may attend a clinical nursing con
ference in his own neighborhood.
includes home visits.

The �neralized nursing service also

The public health nurse may identify children

who are referred for evaluation at tte Child Development Center.
,Although the major emphasis is on generalized nursing programs,
some nurses are employed for specialized services in tuberoilosis con
trol, communicable disease control, and ti's school health pro_gram. A
nursing supervi. sor visits nursing homes in the city and county where
she assists personnel with nursing problems.
Nutrition
The Memphis and Shelby County Health Department did not have a
nutritionist when the student was there.

About two and one-half ye�rs

ago, a part-time nutrition position was filled. At that time, the
position was under the Division of Nursing.
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The director of nurses told the student in a private interview
that at the time they had the services of a nutritionist "nobody
recognized the need for a nutritionist"; however, she reports that
now they do need, and want, a full-time nutritionist.

Perhaps this

change in attitude is due to an increased recognition of the needs in
the community due to a national emphasis on hunger and malnutrition
which has been re flected to some extent in Memphis.

Everyone the

student spoke with at the health department said how much they needed
a nutritionist.

Since the student's orientation at the health depart

ment, a full-time nutritionist has been added to the staff.

CHAPTER III
AN INTERDIS CIPLINARY APPROA CH TO MENTAL RETARDA TION
The Child Development Center is a University-Affiliated Mental
Retardation Training Center in the University of Tennessee Medical
Units.

There are 19 approved interdisciplinary training centers in

the United States (7).

Two of these centers including the Child

Development Center have training programs for nutritionists.

The

focus of the Child Developn:Jnt Center is interdisciplinary training
through service to patients and their families.

The interdisciplinary

approach is used in evaluating children who are suspected of being

mentally retarded or who are known to be mentally retarded and in
training students of all concerned professional disciplines.
I.

MENTAL RE,TARDATION

Since the Child Development Center evaluates children wh:) are
suspected of being mentally retarded or who are known to be retarded,
a brief summary _pf mental retardation is included. Mental retardation
is incomplete mental development. Mentally retarded persons are those
whose normal intellectual growth has been arrested. A more scientific
definition is as follows:
Mental retardation refers to significantly sub-average
intellectual functioning which manifests itself during
the developmental period and is characterized by inade
quacy in adaptive behavior (8).
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Classification
The developmental characteristics which may be used in classi
fying the degrees of mental retardation are found in the chart in
Table 1.
profound.

These levels may

be

described as mild, moderate, severe, and

Another classification is based on intellectual potential.

The "bqrderline retarded" child has an intelligence quotient between
70 and 8.5.

The "mildly retarded" child has an intelligence quotient

between .50 and 70.

The "moderately retarded " child has an intelligence

quotient between 3.5 and .50.

The ''severely retarded" child has an

intelligence quotient between 20 and 3.5.

Children with intelligence

quotients below 20 are "profoundly retarded" ( 9).

Generally, there is

a high correlation between intelligence quotient and behavior (10).
Another classification for mentally retarded children is based
on educational potential.

The ''educable" child has the potential of
He

reaching academic competence on the fourth or fifth grade level.

can achieve a moderate degree of social adjustment and eventually be
self-supporting.

The "trainable" child can achieve acceptable self
Al

help skills and can adjust to his h ome and to his neighborhood.

though he cannot be self-supporting, he can achieve a degree of economic
usefulness in his home or a residential or sheltered workshop.

The

totally dependent child must always be assisted in personal care.
makes little response to his environment; often
tionalized ( 9).

he

He

must be institu
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TABLE 1

Developmental characteristics of the mentally retarded

Degrees
of Mental
Retardation
Profound

Severe

Moderate

Adult 21 and Over
Social and
Vocational
Adequacy

Pre-School Age 0-5
Maturation and
Development

School Age 6-20
Training and
Education

Gross retardation;
minimal capacity for
functioning in sen
sorimotor areas;
needs nursing care.

Some motor devel
opb3nt present;
may respond to
minimal or limited
training in self
help.

Some motor and
speech development;
may achieve very
limited self-care;
needs nursing
care.

Poor motor develop
ment; speech is
minimal; generally
unable to profit
from training in
self-help; little or
no communication
skills.

Can talk or learn
to communicate;
can be trained in
elemental health
habits; profits
from systematic
habit training.

May contribute par
tially to self
maintenance under
supervision; can
develop self
protection skills
to a minimal use
ful level in con
trolled environ
ment.

Can talk or learn
to communicate; poor
. social awareness;
fair motor develop
ment; profits from
training in self
help; can be managed
with moderate super
vision.

Can profit from
training in
social and occu
pational skills;
unlikely to pro
gress beyond
second grade
level in academic
subjects; may
learn to travel
alone in familiar
places

May achieve self
maintenance in un
skilled or semi
skilled work under
sheltered condi
tions; needs super
vision and guidance
when under mild
social or economic
stress.
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TABLE 1 (continued)

Degrees
of Mental
Retardation

Mild

Pre-School Age 0-5
Maturation and
Development
Can develop social
and conmunication
skills; minimal
retardation in
sensorimotor areas;
often not distinguished from
normal until later
age.

School Age 6... 20
Training and
Education
Can learn academic skills up
to approximately
sixth grade level
by late teens.
Can be guided
toward social
conformity.
�

Adult 21 and Over
Social and
Vocational
Adeauacy
Can usually achieve
social and vocational skills adequate to minimum
self-support but
may need guidance
and assistance
when under unusual
social or economic
stress.

Sourcet Secretary's Conuni ttee on Mental Retardation 1964 The
Problem of.Mental Retardation. United States Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, Washington, D. c.
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Etiology
Classification by etiology will be discussed briefly.

The three

main categories will be prenatal factors, perinatal factors, and post
natal factors.
Prenatal factors.

In certain instances, specifi? genetic com

binations result in conditions such as microcephaly and hydrocephaly.
The Rh factor and AB-0 incompatability may lead to erythroblastosis
fetalis when certain specific genetic combinations occur.

A whole new

field has been opened for nutrition by the discovery of certain meta
bolic disorders that can be controlled by diet.

In fact, mental re

ta.rdation can be prevented by dietary modification in conditions such
as phenylketonuri.a, involving arnino acids, and conditions such as
gla?tosemia, involving carbohydrates.
that

may

Another metabolic disorder

lead to mental retardation is Tay-Sachs disease involving

the metabolism of lipids.

Mental retardation can

be

ascribed to spe

cific chromosomal abnormalities in conditions such as Down's syndrome
(Mongolism) involving autosomes and Klinefelter•s syndrome involving
sex chromosomes (11).
Several other prenatal factors may lead to mental retardation.
Infections during pregnancy, such as rubella or syphilis, have led
to mental retardation (11).

The President's Committee on Mental

Retardation reports an expected one million cases of rubella in the
next four years.

Lifetime care for these children infected in utero

who become mentally retarded has been estimated to be $29, 600, 000 (12).
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Other high-risk factors during the prenatal period include maternal
anoxia, obstetrical complications, maternal intoxications, maternal
trauma, maternal metabolic or endocrine disorders, and maternal vascu
lar disorders (11).
Perinatal factors.

Certain abnormalities of the newborn such

as neonatal anoxia or birth injuries may also lead to 'mental retarda
tion. Abnormalities of presentation such as breech or transverse
deliveries, abnormalities during labor or delivery, abnormalities of
the cord, abnormalities of the placenta, and abnormalities of the fetus
are high-risk factors.

Other high-risk factors involving the fetus

include premature deliveries (low birthweight for gestational age) or
multiple births.

In addition to all these problems, the neonate has

many other general problems that may lead to mental retardation.

These

problems include infections, intoxications, trauma, metabolic or endo
crine disorders, or nutritional problems (11).

Regarding the nutri

tional problems of the neonate, the recent President's Committee on
Mental �etardation discovered that as many as one-third of the total
population within a small area in the inner city function at a retarded
level.

One of the possible causes is maternal and child malnutrition

(12}.
Postnatal factors.

This classification includes infections such

as encephalitis or meningitis.and encephalopathies such as acute toxic
factors or heavy metal poisoning.

Other postnatal factors include
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craniocerebral trauma, cerebrovascular accidents, ·and cerebral anoxia.
Nutrition is an important factor in the postnatal periods (11) .
During the postnatal period, cultural-familial conditions may
lead to retardation.
caused by deprivation.

Cultural-familial retardation is most often
It may be deprivation of certain necessities

of life, such as food, because of poverty.

The most recent report by

the President's Committee on Mental Retardation discusses erootional
deprivation in children lacking emotional stimulation.
they are never touched or cuddled.

As infants

They are left in a crib (or box

or whatever) with a bottle propped to feed them.

No one ever talks

to them be cause "they can't understand anyway. "

These infants grow

to be toddlers who cannot talk well because no one ever talks to them-
except perhaps to shout an order.
do not share family activities.
or to a park.

As these toddle rs grow older, they
They ne ver EJ> to a zoo or to a farm

They are le ft to fend for themselves because the parents

are so busy trying to provide the economic necessities that they do
not find the time to plan family activities.

If the parents are

limited in their experience, they do not think it is important for
their children t'! participate in cultural learning experiences.

As

the children grow and as they attempt different developmental tasks,
they receive no encouragement at home.

If the children learn to

button their coats or to tie their shoes, no one appreciates this
achievement.

In the same fashion, if the children do � achieve the

developmental tasks of their age group, no one is discouraged because
no one notices or cares (12).
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These children with cultural-familial retardation are the chil
dren who can be reached in day care centers where the emphasis is on
education, recreation, and social skills.

These are the children who

will benefit when their mothers receive comprehensive health care early
in their pregnancies and continue to receive comprehensive health care
for their children throughout the critical early years.

These children

will also benefit by a re-evaluation of our school systems with empha
sis on special education.

Perhaps these children with cultural-familial

retardation are the ones who can be reached by someone (or sone group)
caring enough to break the vicious circle of depri.vation--financial
deprivation as well as emotional deprivation (12).
President's Committee on Mental Retardation
In 1961, Presid ent John Kennedy appointed a panel of experts to
study mental retardation and to draw up a plan of procedures.

In 1962

the group published a report entitled «A Proposed Program for National
Action to Combat Mental Retardation. " In February 1963, President
Kennedy sent to Congress his Special Message on Mental Retardation.
He listed three major objectives:
1. We must seek out the causes of mental retardation and
eradicate them.
2. We must strengthen the resources of knowledge and of
manpower necessary to sustain the attack on mental retardation.

3. We must strengthen and improve the programs and facilities
serving the mentally retarded (10).
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President Johnson continued the program to combat mental retarda
tion.

On June 15, 1964, Mr. Johnson reported that mental retardation

affects 10 times more persons than tuberculosis, 600 times more than
polio.

A retarded child is born every S minutes, 126, 000 children every

year.

He also reported that the federal government has done more in the

past 2 years than in the previous 200 to combat mental retardation.
Legislation has been implemented increasing services, facilities, re
search, training, and planning.

On

May 11, 1966, President Johnson

established the President's Committee on Mental Retardation.

The com

mittee makes a yearly report (10).
The report for 1969 is called "Toward Progress:

The Story of a

Decade,'' The committee reports that three-quarters of the nation's
retarded individuals could become self-supporting if they were given
the right kind of training early in life.
come partially self-supporti ng.

Another one-tenth could be

Changing patterns of occu�tions will

allow more mentally retarded persons to be employed in service jobs,
such as in laundries and in restaurants.

These service occupations

will increase from some nine million in 1965 to approximately thirteen
million in 1975 (12).
The President's Committee recommended that:
1.

The existing federal scholarships, grants, and work-training

programs for specialists in working with the handicapped should continue
and expand.

2.

There should be more tuition assistance to undergraduate

students who plan to work with the handicapped.

Low-cost programs for
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disadvantaged youths, college stu dents, and senior citizens to work as
aides in programs for the retarded should be expanded .
3.

All programs for the retarded should encourage the volunteer

services of young people (12).
Incidence
United States.

Studie s reveal that the majority of mentally

retarded person in the United States are mildly retarded.

As the

degree of retardation increases, the number of persons in the group
decreases.

Table 2 reveals the extent and degree of retardation in

the United States for 1963.
TABLE 2
Mentally retarded in the United States by
degree of retardation for 1963
Degree of Retardation

Number

Percent

5, 000 , 000

89. 0

Moderate (IQ 3$-50)

350, 000

6. o

Severe (IQ 20-35)

200, 000

3. 5

85,000

1. 5

Mild (IQ 50 - 70)

Profound (IQ less than 20)
Total

5, 635, 000

100. 00

Source: Secretary's Committee on Mental Retardation 1964 The
Problem of Mental Retardation. United State s Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, Washin gton, D. c.
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It is estimated that 6 , 400 , 000 people in the United States are
mentally retarded at the present time . Although this is 3 percent of
the total population, it does not take into account those people in the
borderline range of retardation { 7) .

The 1968 President ' s Committee

on Mental Retardation reported that the incidence of mental retardation
in inner city neighborhoods begins at 7 percent.

The committee also

reported that 75 percent of the nation ' s mentally retarded individuals

are found in urban and rural slums.

A c hild from a low-income urban

or rural family is 15 times more likely to be diagnosed as retarded
than a child from a mid dle-income or uppe r-income family.

Students

from public schools in the inner city are often six months to three
years behind the national nonn for achievement for their age and their
grade. About three times as many children from low-income families as
from higher -income families fail in school { 13).
Memphis . A study by the Mid-south Medical Center Council for
Comprehensive Health Planning revealed that the distribution of men
tally retarded persons in Memphis and Shelby Cou nty is similar to the
distribution of mentally retarded persors in the United States as a
whole.

As the degree of retardation increases, the number of persons

in the group decreases.

Table 3 reveals the extent and degree of re

tardation in Memphis and Shelby County for 1968 .

Approximately 75 percent of those persons identified as retarded

come from underprivileged or deprived homes, the victims of cultural
familial retardation.

The pregnancies were unplanned, the babies were

They received few prenatal,

unwanted, and the children were unloved.

perinatal, or postnatal services or benefits.

Some public health

nurses feel that so many people in low-income neighborhoods function
at a �ntally retarded level that it is considered "normal .tt (14) .
TABLE 3

Mentally retarded in Memphis and Shelby County
by degree of retardation for 1968
Degree of Retardation

Number

Percent

Mild (IQ 50-70)

20, 979

90 . 0

1, 398

6. o

583

2.5

Moderate (IQ 35-50)
Severe (IQ 20-35)

350

Profound (IQ less than 20}
Total

23, 310

1.5

100. 0

Source : Mid-south Med i cal Center Council for Comprehensive
Health Plannin g 1968 Study of mental retardation. Mid-south Medical
Center Council for Comprehensive Health Planning, Memphis, Tennessee.
There are probably 4, 000 mildly retarded children in the Shelby
County School S,atem.

I

Approximately 2, 000 children are in special

education classes while anothe r 1, 000 wait for placement in special
education classes.
recognized .

At least 1, 000 mildly retarded children are un

The se may be the children from low-income families who

consider their children "normal . " A teacher may not identify the
child as retarded because he r expectations of the child are low since
she has knowledge of his family back ground

( 14).
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II.

INTERDISCIPLINARY PHILOSOPHY

Definition
To some, the application of the interdisciplinary philosophy is
a non-traditional educational experiment • . To the student, the appli
cation of the interdisciplina.ry philosophy is a stimul ating and
challenging way to learn while doing.

The student was familiar with

the multidisciplinary approach in whi ch several disciplines are present
in a common setting; in this approach one discipline acts as leader
wit h the other disciplines as followers.

In the interdis ciplinary

appro ach, however, there is a true working together of several disci¥
plines on an equal basis.

Each discipline is involved in problem

solving resulting in group decision-m aking.

At the Child Development

Center the group reaches a consensus opinion in re gard to di a gnosis and
to recommendations for each chilc;j who is evaluated.
Dr . Robert Jordan, director of the Child Development Center,
believes that it is important to encourage interaction of the various
disci plines.

The dis ciplines at the Child Development Center are

arranged so that adjacent offices are occupied by different disciplines .

Dr. Jordan a�so beli.eves that it is often ne cessary for the disciplines
to work independently of the whole.

The administration often works

closely with only one dis cipline when planning curriculum or selecting

staff members (7) .

The interdisciplinary philosophy at the Child Development Center
is applied to traini ng, to service, and to research.
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Application to Training
Dr. Jordan believes that the interdisciplinary philosophy is
particularly appropriate in training professionals who will work with
mentally retarded children because of the great

bo dy

of scientific

knowledge that is available today and because of the great shortage
of medical personnel.

No one discipline can know all there is to

know about mental retardation ; therefore, the interdisciplinary team
helps to fill the "gaps " of knowledge (7) .
Those trained in an interdisciplinary setting have the advantage
of being trained by their own profession as well as by other professions
with whom they work. While learning to understand the knowledge and
the skills of other professions, they learn to co:rmnunicate with them
and to cooperate with them.

In addition, those trained in an inter

disciplinary setting have the advantage of rendering service to people
while learning.

The guidance of other disciplines helps the student to

see the patient as a whole person.
Application 12_ Service
The patients evaluated at the Child Developnent Center are evalu
ated or examined by professionals in nursing, nutrition , pediatrics,
psychology, special education , speech pathology and audiology, and
social work .

Professionals in genetics, pediatric neurology, ophthal

mology, otolaryn gology, physiatry, and psychiatry evaluate children on
referral.

Because many disciplines enter into each diagnosis , the

patient receives complete service no matter how complex his problem.
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Because all recommendations are discussed at length by many disciplines,
the consensus recommendations are more complete as well as practical.
The disciplines involved must be flexible.

Eminence is deter

mined by usefulness of contribution not by tradition.

For example,

in a phenylketonuric case, the nutritionist plays an eminent role.
In deafness, the audiologist plays an eminent role. Because a variety
of disciplines are present at the Child Development Center, the patient
can receive the best possible service.
Application to Research
The interdisciplinary approach is conducive to research.

A

variety of problems related to mental re tardation and other develop
mental and neurolo gical conditions are being investigated at the
Child Developnent Center .

After evaluation each patient ' s diagnosis

and recommendations for care are classified and coded on I.B.M. cards .
This classification system promotes efficient record-keeping as well
as efficient research.

For example, if a nutritionist wanted to study

a particular age group of obese patients, she could quickly select them
from the past patients coded "obese. 11
III.

THE CHILD DE\TE LOFMENT CENTER

History an� Objectives
The Child Development Center was established in January, 1957,
with a grant from the Uni ted States Children's Bureau through the
Maternal and Child Health Division of the Tennessee Department of
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Public Health. It was called the Mental Retardation Clinic.

patients were accepted in May, 1957.

The first

The goals of the clinic were to

provide clinical services for retarded children in the Mid-south and
to increase knowledge of mental retardation among professional people
and students •. The clinic also encouraged early recognition and assist
ance for mentally retarded children and their families.
In March, 1966 , the Child Developnent Center received a grant
from the Uni te d States Public Health Service to construct a University
Affiliated Mental Retardation Training Center in the University of
Tennessee Medical Units.

This was made possible by matching funds pro

vided . by the Tennessee Department of Mental Health , the University of
Tennessee , United Cerebral Palsy Association, Goodman Foundation,
Cer-Pals , and the National Council of Jewish Women, Memphis Section.
The center became a separate unit of the Medical Units at this time.
The change in emphasis from service to training altered the goals of
the Child Development Center.

Current objectives of the center are

as follows:
1.

to provide training in mental retardation and other develop

mental and neurological di sorders to students prepari.ng for professions
which serve these groups,
2.

to provide services to handicapped children and their fami

lies ,

3 . to initiate and carry out research on problems related to
mental retardation and other developmental or neurological problems ,
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4.

to develop a core teaching staff for the University-Affiliated

5.

to develop an administrative structure for operation of the

Mental Retardation Training Center, and
expanding program ( 15) .
Sometime in 1970 the Child Development Center will move its
programs into a new building. Meetings are held frequently to complete
details of construction and interior design.

Administrators are fre

quently in consultation with representatives of the construction firm,
the architectural firm, and the University of Tennessee.

Plans for

staffing, for programs, for equipment, and for operation of the new
building require considerable time.

The Child Development Center

administrators and department heads participate in a continual review
of the building in relation to projected training and service programs.
When the student visited the new building at the corner of
Jefferson and Orleans Streets in the medical center area, she was im
pressed with the pos sibilities for expanded programs when the Child
Development Center moves into the new building.

The expanded facili

ties will include a day care center, classrooms in special education,
and a dietary department.

Facilities are also provided for dentistry,

occupational
and physical therapy, ophthalmology, and for complete
.
biochemical and genetic laboratories.

Eventually, the four th floor

will contain a 24 bed in-patient unit.
Presently, the major portion of operational funds of the Child
Development Center are provided by a grant from Maternal and Child
Health Service, Health Se rvi ces and Mental Health Administration,
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Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, formerly the United States
Children· , s Bureau.

The projects and programs of special edu cation are

funded separately by the United States Office of Education.

State and

local sources supplement operati onal funds (7).
Administration and Organi zation
As shown in Fig. 2, the administrative staff at the Child Develop
ment Center includ es a director, an associate director, an administrator,
a coordinator of trai ning, a coordinator of research, a supervisor of
clinical servi ces, and a supervisor of the audio-visual section.

Be

ca�se appropriate personnel have not been available for all adminis
trative positions, some roles have been fill ed by other staff members.
Presently, the duties of the coordinator of research and the supervisor
of clinical services are assune d by other staff members.
As administrative positions are held by full-time employees, the
director is able to delegate more responsibility to administrative per- .
sonnel.

In addition to coordinating all activities of the center, the

director is ex-officio member of all committees.
at numerous rre etings.

He represents the center

The associate director can act as director in his

absence except in major poli cy de ci si ons. He is chairman of the admis
sions committee.
clinical records.

The

administrator supervises clerical, fiscal, and

He has devoted much tine to planning the new building

(16).
The coordinator of training is responsible for all training at
the center and is chairman of the training committee.

The coordinator

of research is responsible for all research at the center and is
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chairman of the research committee.

The su:pe rvisor of clinical ser

vices is responsible for all services at the center and is chairman
of the clinical services committee.

The supervisor of the audio-visua�

section assists in all departments.

Still photographs, motion pictures,

and recordings are used frequently.

He has devoted much time to

planning for audio-visual equipment in the new building .

Closed cir

cuit television will be used for training (16).
All departnsnt heads are administratively responsible to the
director ; they are free to communicate directly with other disciplines
and with administrative personnel to coordinate program activities .
As shown in Fig. 2, the departments at the Child Development Center are
biochemistry, genetics, neurology, nursing, nutrition, ophthalmology,
otolaryngology, pediatrics, psychiatry, psychology, social work, special
education, and speech pathology. When appropriate personnel are avail
able, positions will be filled in dentistry, occupational therapy, and
physical therapy.

Each department plays an impo rtant role in the

evaluation of children at the Child Developnsnt Center.
Evaluative Procedure
A child is referred by a physician or a health or social agency.
Patients are ac cepted for evaluation without regard to race, sex,
family income, or geographic location.

Most patients come from the

Mid-south, particularly from Tennessee, Mississippi, Arkansas, Alabama,
and Kentucky.

C�ildren up to 18 years may be selected.

charge for the evaluation.

There is no
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Once each week the admissions committee meets to review the
list of applicants.

The associate director of the Child Development

Center is tee chairman of the committee with a member of each dis
cipline serving on the committee on a rotating basis.
selected according to teaching value.

Patients are

Sometimes a patient ' s evalua

tion begins shortly after he is accepted ; at other times a patient
may have a longer waiting period (15) .
During the initial appointment at the center, both parents of
the patient are interviewed by a social worker.

During this evalua

tive interview, the parents are asked to sign an agreement that all
evaluations and all results may be used for teaching purposes.

The

social worker also observes tee child . At the tine of the soci.al
work evalu�tion, it will be determined if an emergency co ndition
exists.
ments.

If it does, the patient has priority in scheduling of appoint
In addition to the social work evaluation, each patient is

routinely scheduled for complete pediatric and psychological examina
tions. Each patient is also screened by a speech pathologist, a
nutritionist, a special educator, and a nurse.
ciplines may elect to do a complete evaluation.

Each ·_ of these dis
I n addition, a patient

may receive examinations and consultations in neurology, psychiatry,
ophthalmology, otolaryngology, orthopedics, genetics, dentistry, voca
tional rehabilitation, occupational therapy, or physical therapy ( 15) .
The length of tine required to complete an evaluation depends
upon the number of children in the process of being evaluated, the
teaching potential of the case, and the distance between the patient ' s
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home and the center.
least two months.

Generally, the complete evaluation takes at

Experience has shown that during this period,

parents begin to take a more objective look at their child leading
to acceptance of the -diagnosis and recommendations of the interdis
ciplinary team (15) .
When all the diagnostic examinations and consuitations have
been cx:> mpleted, the case is discussed at the weekly staff disposi
tion cx:>nference. Members of each discipline assigned to the case
present the results of their examination or evaluation in the con
ference . A consensus diagnosis is made.

The discussion not only

concerns the diagnosis, but also reoomrnendations for the child ' s
future care, treatment, and education.

A n outline is made of in

formation to be covered in the informing interview.

From the staff

disposition conference, the record progresses to the administrative
review committee where the evaluation is reassessed to determine
whether the case is ready for the informing interview (15) .
As soon as the evaluation is completed, the consensus diag
nosis and the recommendations are discussed with the patient ' s
parents.

The staff participants in the informing intervie� are

usually the social worker and the pediatrician on the case.

Other

disciplines will be present if they are necessary to interpret the
findings to the parents.

In some cases, follow-up care w:l.11 be given

by the referring physician or agency.
be

followed by the center (15) .

In other cases, patients will

The nutrition staff follows children

who have feeding or nutrition problems.

All patients with
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pheylketonuria are carefully followed.

Some follow-up services are for

traini ng and other follow-up services are necessary because of inade
quate community resources.

As more services are provided by other

community he'alth agencies, nutritionists at the Child Development
Center wi ll be able to co ncentrate on their role in training.
up services will

be

Follow

selected for teaching value.

Nutrition Department
The nutrition department was not included in the ori gi.nal Child
Development Center in 1957. A nutrition position was established in
1965; the position was filled in 1967.
as funds and personnel became available.

A dditional staff has been added
The program is developing as

the staff explores a variety of neth od s for training and for service .
While some other disciplines at the center have more experience in
working with mentally retarded persons, specialization in working �th
mentally retarded persons is relatively new to nutritionists .

The

organization of the nutrition department is shown in F· ig. 3.

There

are a chief of nutrition, two nutritionists, and a dietitian on the
staff.
Training.

I nterdisciplinary training in mental retardation and

other developmental disorders is available to nutrition students.

The

purpose of the training is to acquaint the nutrition student with the
interdisciplinary approach to diagnosis and to treatment. Many students
from the Mid-south are trained by the nutrition department.

Training

is adapted to ne et the ne eds of a variety of graduate students for long
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or short assignments.

The student was the first field placement in

public health nutrition at the Child Developm!nt Center .

In addition,

institutes and workshops are held for a variety of people co ncerned
with nutrition and the feeding of children who are mentally retarded
or have developmental handicaps (17).
Nutrition education for those in other disciplines is a respon
sibility of the nutrition department.

Nutritionists contribute the

nutrition component to the core course lectures that are attended by
all students at the center.

A weekly nutrition clinic is attended by

students and professionals from other disciplines.

The nutrition

departm!nt and the pediatric department are responsible for a bi
monthly clinic for inborn errors of metabolism which is attended by
professionals and students from all disciplines.
Service .

A representative of the nutrition staff parti cipates

in the dia gnostic evalu'ation of each child accepted by the Child Develop
ment Center. When the center moves to its new building, the nutrition
department will be responsible for food service.

A full-time dietitian

on the staff has participated in planning the facilities and the pro
gram for food service .
Nutrition Screening:

All patients at the center are screened

by a nutritionist to identify significant nutrition problems.

The

parent or guardian of each child is briefly interviewed using a pre
liminary screening questionnaire. A complete nutrition evaluation
is done on each child suspected of having nutrition problems using
the following criteria:
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1.

inadequate diet as noted on 24-hour recall,

2.

markedly overweight or underweight,

3.

dietary modification necessary,

4.
5.

6.

mechanical feeding diffi�ulties,
bizarre food habits,
unusual odors, or

7 . feeding skills below mental age (17) .
Nutrition evaluation:

Patients requiring a complete nutrition

evaluation are observed in a feeding situation.

Parents keep an

accurate three-day food record from which the nutrient intake is cal
culated.

By interviewing the parent or guardian the nutritionist

completes a dietary history which includes prenatal, perinatal, and
postnatal nutrition factors as well as present food habits.

In addi

tion, height and weight, hematocrit, and the results of urine screen
ing for amino acids and sugars are used to diagnose and to monitor
treatment for the patient.

In the staff disposition conference the

nutritionist presents the results of the nutrition eval uation.

She

participates in the informing interview of patients with major nutri
tion problems so that the results are interpreted accurately to the

parents (17) .

Nutrition follow-up services:
value as well as for service.

Cases are selected for teaching

Diet instruction is given for all

therapeutic diets, for weight-control diets, and for feeding problems .
Counseling is done when necessary, particularly when poor food habits
are discovered.

Nutrition clinics are held re g.ilarly and: are observed
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by students from all disciplines.

The nutritionists make home visits

when necessary for better understanding of a nutrition problem or when
follow-up services can only be provided in the home environment.

The

nutritionists seek good conununity relationships in coordinating follow
up services in order to improve the health and nutritional status of
Child Development Center patients (17) .

CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF OBSERVA TION AND PARTICI PA TION
I.

A T THE CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTER

As has been indicated in previous chapters, an important aspect
of the student ' s field experience was a broader understanding of the
total program of the Child Developme nt Center with special emphasis on
the nutrition component.

Another aspect of the field experience was

the opportunity to increase the student 's knowledge of the application
of the interdisciplinary philosophy.
It is difficult to separate the interdisciplinary philosophy
from the total program at the Child Developnmt Center. There is a
t rue working to gether of the disci plines.

The interaction of the

disciplines may depend upon the nature of the case.

In some cases,

such as pheylketonuria, many disci plines look to the nutritionist for
the contri butions she can make to the evaluation.

In other cases,

another dis cipline may have the skills or knowledge that are necessary
to successfully evaluate the patient.

Each discipline has a role to

play at the Child Development Center.
During her orientation at the Chi ld Deve lopns nt Center the
student becane aware of the contribution of each discipline to the
total program.

The student had private conferences with all depart

ment heads and the administrative personnel.

During this time each

department head explained the goals and procedures of his discipline.
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The student was able to ask que stion s and to explain what she hoped
to gain from he r field placement .

Numerous inf ormal inte rdi sci plinary

contacts gave the student a bro ader understandin g of the other dis
cipline s which le d to a gre ate r re spect for their skills and a clearer
concept of te chnique s of inte rdi sciplinary co mnuni cation.
As the student attended the trai ning clinic of each di scipline ,
For

she noted different tools used in evaluating a child ' s ability.
example , the department of nursing use s th e Denve r Developrrs ntal

Screening Te st .· It includes gross motor skills , fine motor skills ,
· language skills , and per� nal-social skills .

The dep artment of speech

� pathology use s the Utah Te st of Lan guage Developrrs nt .
verbal expe ctations for a child at a certain age .

It includes

Using the Vineland

S�cial Maturity Scale , a tool of the psychologi st, the nutri tion
department expects a child to demonstrate fee ding skill s acceptable
for hi s menta l a ge .

Each department use s tools relate d to its particu

lar area of competence to e valuate a child ' s ability .

T he inte rdi s

ciplinary approach to diagnosi s and to treatment of ne ntal re tardati on
insure s the patient of the most complete evaluation.
Attendin g the co re course le cture s in creased the student ' s
awarenr ss of the knowle d ge and skills of several discipline s .

The core

course mee ts twi ce weekly on a seme ste r basis with all student s at the
cente r attending the se ssions.

Oth er stud ents from nearby universitie s

may e nroll in the course as well .

The cour se i s a serie � of lectur.e s

pre sented by the various di sciplines with each lecture contributin g to
a total unde rstandin g of mental retardation .

Other activitie s planne d
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for all students at the Child Development Center are a se rie s of fie ld
t rips to facilitie s providing se rvi ce s for mental ly retarded childre n .
The stu dent vi site d Arlington Hospital and School, a shelte red occupa
tional workshop, and two classe s in the Memphi s City School System.
These expe rience s cont ributed to the student ' s growing awarene s s
that many community agencie s a re inte rrelate d in working togethe r to
.solve health problems .

Each discipline has a spe cial combination of

knowled ge and skill s that cont ribute to the total care of the patient .
A di scipline i s accepted as pa rt of the health team only if it has a
I

cont ribution .
Just as community agen cie s are inte rre lated , the di scipline s at
the Child Devel opment Cente r are inte rrelated .

The student was par-

� ti cularly aware of the inte rre lationships during staff di spositi on
confe rence .

Each department must pre sent the diagnosi s and the re com

mendati ons for treatment of the child they have evaluated .

At the same

time , members of othe r di scipline s wi ll pre sent their re sults .
I

The

knowled ge and skills of each di scipline ente r into the final di_agnosis
and re cormnendation s, a consensus opini on .
As the student grew in under standing the total pro gram at the
Child Development Cent e r, she be came increasingly aware of the role of
the nutriti oni st .

By observing the staff nutriti oni st s, the student

was able to determine the co nt ributi ons of knowled ge and spe cial skills
a nutriti oni st can make to the total program.

By workin g with pro

fe ssional s , the student was able to improve he r skills as a nut ri ti onist .
"\

Guidance from the agen cy advisor and her staff was bene fi cial as the
student pro gressed from observing to participati ng.
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The student did three nutrition screenings. These provided
opportunities to practice basic techniques used in interviewing.

As

each screening was successfully completed, the student became more
confident of her skill in this are a.

She did th ree complete nutri

tion evaluations at nutrition clinics. The student was not only
responsible for the actual service to the patient, but she was also
responsible for the training of any stu dents or professionals from
other disciplines who attended the clinic .

This experience not only

provided practice in the techniques used in intervi ewing, it also pro
vided opportuniti es for relating nutrition to the total diagnosis of
the patient .

Professionals from other disciplines evaluating the

child observed the intervi ew with the child through a one-way mirror .
In this way, the student was able to help other disciplines in their
evaluations while she evaluated the patient.

She gained confidence

in working with professionals and nonprofessionals {the parents) which
helped her to develop in maturity and in understanding.

As each

screening or evaluation was completed successfully, the student gained
self-confidence as a nutritionist .

The written interpretation of re

sult� w:1:,th _ the diagnosis and the re commendations provided challenges
in applying basic facts of nut rition.

In working with others to

solve health problems, th e student became more aware of the role of
the nutritionist as a member of the health team.
The student made one home visit with the nurse and the supervi
sor of the audio-visual section ,

The visit gave the student opportuni

ties to understand another discipline, it gave the student guidance in
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the preparation of audio-visual materials, and it provided an opportunity
to establish rapport with an antagonistic patient.

The patient had been

very emotional on all visits to the center so that examinations and
interviews were almost impossible .

After establishing rapport during

the home visit, the nutrition evaluati on proceeded without incident
when the patient returned to the center .

The interdisciplinary visit

pointed out clearly the importance of teamwork and the interrelation
ships between departments at the Child Development Center.

Teamwork

and �ooperation between professionals is important in any health agency.
One of the most meaningful experiences at the center outside
of the nutrition department was the opportunity to work with the super
visor of the audio-visual section .
preparing educational slides.

He gave the student guidance in

His talents and techniques were used

in producing a series of slides for a presentation to the staff.

The

student had the responsibility for planning, organizing, and producing
a series of slides to explain her community activities to the staff.
The visual aids made the presentation more interesting and more meaning
ful.

The activity provided numerous opportunities for professional

growth.
The presentation offered an opportunity to explain public health
nutrition by participating in in-service education to the staff at the
Child Development Center.

From questions and cormnents from the group,

the student felt she had clarified her background and training as well
as the role and the responsibilities of a public health nutritionist.
Several from other disciplines who heard th e presentation remarked
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that they had learned more about the contribution a public health
nutritionist can make to the total program of a health agency.

As

other discipline s understand the role of the nutritionist on the
h3 alth team, a broader perspective of her contributions in solving
heal th

problems develops.
II.

IN THE CCMMUNITY

Another important aspect of the student's field experience was
the opportunity to become acquainted with a variety of official and
voluntary health agencies .

The interrelationships of various conmunity

health agencies contributed to the stu dent 1 s understanding of the role
of the nutritionist at the Child Development Center. As the nutrition
servi ces in the community increase, th e nutritionists at the center
will be able to con centrate in the area of training.
Interested professional people are developing the Memphis Area
Nutrition Council.

The council can contribute to the improved nutri

tional status of the conmunity by coordinating all nutrition services
in the community and by improving conmunication among professional
people.
The student observed and participated in a variety of activi
ties in official and voluntary health agencies.

At the Memphis and

Shelby County Heal.th Department the student participated in conferences
and clinics.

She spent an afternoon with the director of the Clinical

Research Center at William F. Bowld Hospital, one day with the nutri
tion consultant at the Children and Youth Project in Memphis, and two
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days with the chief of the Nutrition and Metabolism Laboratory at St.
Jude Children ' s Research Hospital. Since the student was particularly
interested in developing the practical skills needed by a nutritionist,
she will discuss several experiences in the community which contributed
to her professional growth .
A n interpretation of the supplemental foods program was planned
by the Memphis Area Nutrition Council as in-service education for
public health nurses.

E ach of the foods was discussed briefly by a

professional person.

The student participated by discussing farina.

In preparation for the presentation, she consulted with her agency
advisor and read a variety of reference materials. After giving direc
tions on the correct nethod of cooking farina, the student distributed
the visual aid found in Appendix A.
a visual aid.

She also used a box of farina as

In addition to becoming more familiar with the supple

mental foods program, the student also had the opportunity to talk
informally with public health nurses am home economists interested in
nutrition.

These cormnunity contacts were beneficial because they pro

vided opportunities for inproving communication skills.
The day spent at the Children and Youth Pro ject provided oppor
tunities for exploring different approaches in counseling. Because
the nutritionist ' s background is in dietetics and sociology, the
student could observe techniques in counseling and in consultation of
someone with a different educational background.

From the nutritionist

the student learned informal approaches used in counseling.

She often

moved about the waiting room to greet a patient or to question a mother.
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She stressed the drawbacks of taking notes while interviewing a patient .
since writing may limit the communication between patient and nutri
ti onist.

She was emphatic in nurturing the clinic patient ' s self

respect and self-concept.

Perhaps her background in the behavioral

sciences has shaped her attitudes toward counseling.

The opportunity

to observe different techniques in cormnunication was beneficial to the
student in deve loping her own techniques. . Each experience with a
professional person provided opportunities for the student to develop
her own philosophy.
Th� two days at St. Jude Children ' s Research Hospital provided
learning experiences in several areas.

St. Jude was established for

research related to various diseases in children such as leukemia.
Because of her lack of hospital expe rience, the student was interested
in the role of the dietitian at St. Jude.

The time spent with the

dietitian was helpful in understanding how chemotherapy affects the
nutritional status of patients. At St. Jude, food is considered an
important part of therapy.

During the initial treatment a high pro

tein diet is prescribed to build up the body before the wasting effects
of the disease be gl.n. Most pat ients are treated on an out-patient
basis after the first month.

During this period parents are cautioned

to continue well-balanced rre als with only nutritious snacks. Most
parents realize the disease is te:nninal; however, the kindness and
consideration of all professional people at St. Jude is admirable.
The student observed several techniques she would like to emulate.
The dietitian was always honest with the parent; at the same time she
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tried to be helpful and tactful.

The techniques in communication at

a ti.ma when people are facing a crisis in thei r lives can be beneficial
to all professional people.
The knowledge and skills of many professionals at St. Jude are
also used in cooperation with a self-help experiment within the Negro
comnmnity, Memphis Area Project-South (MAP-South) .

The staff of the

Nutrition and Metabolism Laboratory is involved in a weekly nutrition
clinic for the participants in MAP-South.

The services provided for

MAP-South illustrate one way that a private health agency may help
to solve the health problems of a community.

Perhaps the community

participation of a research hospital will be a trend in other pro
fessional situations.
As a guide to understanding the patients served at St. Jude
through MAP-South, the student went on two home visits with a nun who
is a registered nurse.

It was helpful to be associated with the "new

style" nun. Her enthusiasm and genuine concern for her patients is
admirable.

She cane to St . Jude from routine hospital work in the East.

She finds the community challenging and the comprehensive medical care
effective.

The student benefited by spending a morning with the nun

because seeing the Negro community through her eyes increased the
student's awareness of the living conditions of these people.

This

awareness can be helpful in deve loping rapport with the patient and
in maintaining realistic expectations and goals for nutrition educa
tion.

�eriences with a variety of professional persons contributed

to the student ' s abi lity to form her own philosophy of ways to approach
the health problems of a community.

As a final experience at St. Jude, the student participated in
the nutrition clinic.

She was asked to weigh and measure each patient

and to plot the weight and height on the growth chart before the
physician examined the patient.

In addition she measured the head

circumference and recorded it in the chart.

She also used the caliper

to measure skinfold thickness for the mid-triceps and sub-scapula
regions.

The staff is interested in establishing the normal distribu

tion for skinfold thickness in children under six years .

Since a nutritionist is concerned with the estimate of total body
fatness as well as with the measurement of height and weight, the
activity was meaningful.
accuracy.

The student developed an appreciation for

It is not easy to measure accurately an active, screaming
The student developed an awareness of guidelines used in

infant.

nutrition evaluations.

The physician felt that many guidelines used

may be out-of-date and in need of re vision.
Some differences were noted between tlE private clinic and many
public health clinics.
thing--money.

Perhaps most of the differences stem from one

In the waiting room of the nutrition clinic at St. Jude

there were free, nutritious foods for any patient who wanted them-
fruit, fruit juice, and fresh sandwiches.

The patients were greeted

They were seen promptly.

The waiting room was attractively

decorated, and it was not crowded.

Since admissions are limited, the

by

name.

doctor and nurses were never rushed during the patient ' s examination
or interview.
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In many public health clinics there is no food or beverage.
When food is available for sale, it is carbonated drinks and ''empty
calorie " snacks.
waiting room.

The patients wait for a long time in a crowded

Gener ally, the doctors and nurses are rushed during the

patient's examination and interview because many other patients must
be

seen.
Efforts are being ma.de by many professionals to restore the per

sonal touch to public health clinics.

The nutritionist should be

careful to maintain the pers a"lal touch in the public health clinic.
The nutritionist can take time with each patient.
rapport and a degree of understanding.

She can develop

She can attractively decorate

her office or interview room with bright, educational posters.

She

can campaign for milk machines and for nutritious snacks for waiting
rooms. The nutritionist has a responsibility to use all of her skill
and imagination in presenting nutrition information in a dynamic manner
to motivate the public.

If the people accept the information and apply

it to their way of life, the nutritionist has met the needs of the popu
lation she serves.
III.

AT JOHN �STON HOSPITAL, PEDIATRIC OUT-PATIENT CLINIC

During interviews with a variety of professional people, in
community agencies, the student attempted to locate a nutrition-related
activity that would be helpful to the agency as well as beneficial to
the student.

Dr. Wall, director of Pediatric Out-patient Clinic at John

Gaston Hospital, a City of Memphis Hospital, was enthusiastic about
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having the services of a nutritionist for a simple dietary s creening.
Since the student had never worked in a hospital situation, she de
cided to plan and to develop a pro je ct at John Gaston Hospital.
Public health nutriti onists work in a variety of agencies and
the nature of the. nutrition program varies greatly; however, there are
certain approaches and pro cedu�s that are generally followed in
developing nutrition programs .

One of the first concerns of a nutri�

tionist in a new situation is to determine the most pressing nutri
tional needs of the people to be served. After the needs are identi
fied, programs can be initiated to effectively meet these needs .

Since

a nutritionist had never worked in the Pediatric Out-patient Clinic,
it was an excellent opportunity to help identify the nutritional needs
of the patients.
Dr. Wall re cognized the contributions a nutritionist could make
to the health-care team. He could use the results of the nutritional
screening to show the need for a nutritionist in the clinic, as well as
to document nutritional needs for speeches and presentations to �ed� cal ·
students .

Medi cal students and pediatric residents at the University

of Tennessee M edical Units rotate through the Pediatri c Out-patient
Clinic ; thus, the clinic is used for training as well as service.
Objectives and Des cription
The student ' s objectives were as follows:
1.

to develop skills in planning a nutrition-related a ctivity

in a hospital setting,

2.

to increase interest in nutrition among t'a:l medical pro
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fession, and
3.

to identify nutritional problems of' pediatric out-patients

at John Gaston H ospital.
The student prepared a questionnaire desi gned to collect the
most pertinent nutritional information in the shortest time.
form was planned so it could

be

The

used by a paraprofessional person

such as a licensed practical nurse.

The medical students ask the

patients several questions relating to food and nutrition in the intake
interview.

The questionnaire mi ght be helpful to the medical students.

Development and Planning
The student spent several days with D r . Wall and the roodical
students .

She observed the students examinin g patients, discussing

cases, and prescribing treatments.

Several medical students came to

the nutritionist for advice concerning patients in need of' dietary
instruction or nutritional counseling.

The student met all members

of' the staff' in the Pediatric Out-patient, Clinic.

She talked in

formally with nurses, licensed practical nurses, and so ci al workers .
Each person was interested in the duties of' a nutritionist.

The

medical students were particularly interested in pediatric nutrition .
The opportunities to talk informally with medical and paramedical
personnel we re bene fi ci al to the student .
During the orientation, the student had two plannin g conferences
with Dr. Wall.

He examined the preliminary questionnaire and made
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sugge stions .

In preparin g the que stionnaire , the student reviewed many

que stionnaires used in othe r clini c situations and consulte d with the
nutritioni sts at the Child Developmr nt C'8nte r.

Since patient s from

birth to 18 years are seen at the clini c , the student de cided to limit
the sample to child ren from one year th rough four ye ars .

The parent

of the child would be interviewed while waiting to se e the physician .
A trial inte rview with a patient ' s parent was he ld .

The student made

corre ctions and he ld four additional trial interviews .

The screenin g

devi ce was acceptable ; however, some problems arose with making the
mi. crohematocrit readings .

The mi. crohematocrit readin gs were to be

used as gui de line s in locating possible case s of anemia .

The problems

re sulte d from insuffi cient communi cation between the re sidents who we re
to colle ct the blood sample s and the nutritioni st .

The re si dents we re

ac customed to havin g labo ratory te chni cians d o the bloo d wo rk . When
the student explained that she co uld not use the laboratory facilities
at John Gaston Ho spital wi thout cost to the patient , the re sidents
were ve ry coope rative .

The tube s were colle cte d and taken to the Child

Developme nt Cente r whe re a license d practical nurse did the laborato ry
work .

The ne chani cs of patient flow and the microhemato cri t readings

operate d more smoothly with each trial interview.
Communication be twe en the nutriti onist and the staff improved .
As the staff be came accustomed to the stud ent , they were more helpful ;
howeve r, none of th e medical pe rsonne l obse rve d a nutritional interview.
The student was disappointed as she had hope d the inte re st gene rate d
by her pre sen ce would le ad to more nutri tion e ducation for the nurse s
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and licensed practical nurses so that they could assume more responsi
bility for this aspect of patient care.

Only the :ne dical students

asked specific questions about nutrition.

Conununication within the

various nedical and paramedical professions could be improved.
Participation
On the three testing days the stu dent co mple�ed 38 interviews.
The patients ' parents were cooperative. At the end of each interview
the student gave the parent a pamphlet, "Feeding Little Folks, " and
a "Guide to Good E ating, " and connnented briefly on foods that should
be included in the child ' s daily diet.

The parents responded with

questions and comments; their receptiveness was gratifying.

A copy

of the questionnaire used for nutritional screening is found in Appen
dix B.
Results

Th e nutritional screening identified a variety of nutritional

needs among the patients at P ediatric Out-patient Clinic.
results are found in Appendix C.

The compiled

The compiled results show three indi

cations of possible malnutrition. When the heights and weights of these
children were compared with the State University of Iowa growth norms,
there were indications of growth retardation.

Of the 38 children, 46

percent were below the sixteenth percentile in height while 28 percent
were between the fiftieth and sixteenth percentile, a total of 74 per
cent below the fiftieth percentile in height.

Twenty-six percent were

below the sixteenth percentile in weight, and 47 percent were between
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the fiftieth and sixteenth percentile in weight, a total of 73 percent
below the fiftieth percentile in weight.
Of the 36 children teste9,
of 35 percent or lower.

.50

percent had microhe rna.tocrit readings

This is defined as anemia by the Memphis and

Shelby County Health Department.

The Child Develop:nent Center uses

microhematocrit readings of 30 percent or lower as ari indication of
anemia.

The two patients with microhematocri t readings below 30 per

cent had sickle cell anemia.
The result of the 24-hour dietary recalls indicated that a
majority of children were not consuming re commended amounts of any of
the four basic food groups.

The method of scoring the 24-hour recalls

is based upon the technique used at the Child Develop�nt Center. When
the dietaries were �cored, using the basic four food groups as a guide,

the "perfect" score was 15.
inadequacy.

A score under 10 indicated possible dietary

Of the 38 children whose roothers were interviewed, 71 per

cent had dietary scores less than 10.

In addition, many children re

ceive numerous snacks of poor nutritional quality.

In interpreting

the re sults a con sideration is that these were si ck children .
The percentages in the results are used only for comparison.
The data were collected as a basis for nutrition education in the clinic.
Nutrition information based on the needs of the people might include a
series of pamphlets, one pamphlet for each of the basic food groups.
Bulletin boards of exhibits could be coordinated with the pamphlets.
These visual aids could be seen by all at the clinic, patients and staff •.
An in-service lecture or demon stration would be helpful for the medical

students .

Surprisingly, some professionals were not familiar with
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certain terms us ed frequently in nutrition education, such as "enriched "
breads and cereals.
E valuation
The student believes that her activity was successful in meeting
the established objectives.
were beneficial.

The experiences in the hospital situation

The opportunity to develop, to plan, and to partici

pate in the'nutritional screening was especially meaningful because a
nutritionist had never worked in the Pediatric Out-patient Cl.inic. The
consulting, planning, and interviewing techniques will be of great
assistance in the future.
As the student explored the services of the Pediatric Out-patient

Clinic, she became aware of the learning experiences of medical students.
This awareness can contri bute to communicating with physicians .

The

opportunities to learn about the interests of a variety of medical and
paramedical professionals can be used to determine the approach of the
nutritionist .

The interest in nutrition is especially keen in the

rredical students.

Sometirre s the physical presence of a nutritionist

can stimulate interest in her field; at other times the nutritionist
must use her ingenuity to stimulate interest in nutrition.

Sometimes

professionals must be convinced that the nutritionist has something to
contribute to the total care of the patient.
Because the student may be in other situations where a nutri
tionist has never worked, the exp.erience at John Gaston Hospital was
valuable.

As nutrition services are added to more community health
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agencies, one can visualize other situations where a nutritionist might
be the first of her profession to be included on the health team.

Then

she has the additional responsibility of stimulating and developing an
awareness of her role on the health team.
In identifying the nutritional problems among the pediatric
out-patients at John Gaston Hospital, the student gained valuable ex
perience in working wi th a low-income group.

She also became aware

of certain nutritional problems in the pediatric population that she
had not recogniz ed. For example, the diets of children who drink large
quantities of milk may

be

lacking in iron-rich foods because the in

creased intake of milk reduces the appetite for other foods.

Children

who are rewarded for good behavior with foods of poor nutritional
quality soon learn to value these foods over foods that contain more
nutrients.

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY

The field placement provided an opportunity for growth and
development in many areas.

The application of academic knowledge to

professional situations during the eight weeks at the Child Develop
ment Center increased the student ' s confidence in her own abilities
as a public health nutrl tionist.
In evaluating her observations and experiences, the student
believes that her objectives were achieved.

Her understanding of the

interdisciplinary philosophy as it related to training and to service
was increased.

She has a greater understanding of the problems of

mental retardation as well as the role of the nutritionist in a
clinical situation.

Her competence in working with medical and para

medical persons has improved.

Because she had numerous opportunities

to explore services provided through official and voluntary health
agencies , her understanding of the interrelationships between a
variety of health agencies has improved.
Consultations with nutritionists and other professional persons

provided opportunities to evaluate her own abilities.

The special

nutrition project at John Gaston Hospital, Pediatric Out-patient Clinic,
was _especially meaningful as it provided an oppor�unity to plan, to
execute, and to evaluate an activity that challenged h9r abilities
as a public health nutritionist. ·
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Ove r and above her realization of her ob jective s , the exposure
to other di sci plines has bro adened he r areas of intere st and has in
creased her conununicati on skills .
sultation and counseling.

She has gaine d confid ence i n con

The opportunitie s for profe s sional growth

during her field expe rience have helpe d to pre pare the student for
her role as a publi c h:! alth nutri ti oni st .
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What is Farina?
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WHAT

IS

FARINA?

Farina • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • inner port ion of the wheat kerne l , froa
which the bran and germ have been removed ,
is ground into granules .

"Quick-cooking" Farina • • • ( l ) disodium phosphate added to make Far ina
more alkal ine . The partic les swe l l fas ter
and cook in a shorter t ime .
( 2 ) Protein - splitting enzyme p apa in or
peps in added to make Farina cook fas ter by
1
enzyme act ivity when heat is app lied .
"Cream of Whe at " • • • • • • • • • Enr iched Farina .
NUTRITIVE

VALUE

One ounce· serving of Quaker Enr iched Farina (equals to one cup cookec0 or
One ounce s erving of Enr iched Cream of Wheat (equals to 3A cup cooked)
-

I nf ants

0% of minimum daily requirements
Thiamine
Ribo flavin
Niac in

I
I

Iron

Cream of Wheat

Sodium

.

1 6 years

-'

Farina

Cream of Wheat

251.

301.

8 . 31.

91.

20%

22%

8%

160%

- 2 mg . per average serving - (one ounce dry)

Farina -----···•••••••• 0 , 6 mg . per average serving - (one ounce dry)

--

..

___

APPENDI X B
NUTRITI OOAL S CREENING FORM
PEDIATRIC OUT-PATIENT CLINIC
GAILOR CLINIC
JOHN GASTON HOSPITAL
MEMPHIS , TENNESSEE
N U T R I T I O N S C R E E N I N G

Name : -------------------------------------------Birthdate :__________________________
Hematocrit :__________________

Date :________________

Informant :

Reliabil ity : ___________________________

--------------

Monthly Income :.____________

Height :·--------------------------Weight :.___________________________

Percent i le :____________________________
Pe�centile :.________________________

Mother ' s Height : -------
Father ' s Height : �------------�

We ight_:________________________________
We ight.=----------------------------------

Number in Household :
Number in Family :

------------ Food S tamps ?___��-Supplemental Foods ?_____

APPEARANCE :
Teeth
Pos ture
Hair
Skin
Eyes
A lert nes s ----------------------------------------------------------�
INFANT NUTRITION :
---------------

Birth length :. ________________________

Age weaned :___________________

S ibl ings weaned :._______________________

Birth weight :

Fo rmul a :________________________________________________________________

INTROilJCED TO SOLID FOODS :
Cereal :_______________________

Meats :._______________________________

Fruit : ------------------------

Eggs : -------------------

----------------------

Othe r :._________________________________

Vegetable :

66
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POSS IBLE NUTRITION PROBLEMS :
Anemia
Const ipation : ___________________________________________________�
Diarrhe a :

Vomit ing :
Diabetes :
POSSIBLE FEEDING PROBLEMS :
Sucking :
Swallowing :
Chewing :
Food Al lergies :
Unusual Cravings :__________________________________________________

------

Nutritive Supplement :__________
Prescribed?

Appetite :

Type =---------------------------

Frequency :______________________

Good?____ Fair ?_____ Poor?_____ Fluctuates ?____

-------

Does the Child Feed Self?

Right or Left Hand?_________

How long does it take to eat meal?__________________________

-------

Time :
Food Eaten

Time :
_ _
Food Eate
_n __ _

TWENTY-FOUR � �
Time : _________
Food Eaten
Amount

Amount

-------

Time :
Food Eaten

Amount

Amount
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DIETARY SCORE :
Each of the Bas ic Four Food Groups are as s igned one point for each serving
consumed . The number of points poss ible from each food group corresponds to the
number of s ervings recommended daily for that group.
Poss ible Points or Servings
Reconmended Daily
Food Group
Bread-Cereal
Meat
Fruit-Vegetable
Citrus fruit or tomato
Leafy , green or yellow vegetable
Milk and Dairy Products

4
3
2
1
1
4

15 • perfect score

When the diet is high in one food group and the number of servings eaten exceeds
the number of servings sugges ted , those servings above the recommended number are
not counted .

Bread-Cereal
Meat
Fruit-Vegetable
Citrus fruit or tomato
Leafy . green or yel low vegetable
Mi lk and Dairy Products
NUTRITIONAL IMPRESS IONS :

TALLY

TOTAL SCORE

APPENDIX C
RE SULTS OF NUTRITIONAL SCREENING
Pediatric Out-patient Clinic

John Gaston Hospital

Memphis, Tennessee
Testing days:

February 16, 1970
February 17, 1970
February 18, 1970

11 interviews
13 interviews
-11l_interviews
38 inte rviews

Children selected at random from ages one through four . Mother
( or person brin ging child to clinic) source of information.
I.

SOCIOE CONOMI C DATA
A. Monthll Income

Number

Under $100
$101-$200
$201-$300
Over $JOO
B.

1
13
11

12
31

Purchase Food StamEs
Yes
No

c.

Percent pf Total

7

92
100

38

Yes
No

Number

11

27
38

69

3
35
30
_lg_
100

Number

.l.L

Receive USDA Supplemental
Foods

. . Percent of Total

18

Percent of Total 29

..lL
100

10
II.

INFANT NUTRITION HI STORY
A.

Birth Weight
Under 5 pounds
5-7 pounds
7-9 pounds
Over 9 pounds

B.

c.

Number

Percent of Total

1
25
11

3
66
28

--1..

--2..

38

100

Formula

No.

..!

Breast-fed

No.

..1

Evaporated milk
Simi.lac
Others

21
13

57
35
8
100

0

0

0

..i.
31

A� Child Weaned

Nurri>er

Percent of Total

6
25
_J_
38

16
66
18
100

Under 1 year
�-2 years
Over 2 years

D . Age Introduced to Solid Foods ( Straine d Baby Foods)

2 wk. -1 mo.
2-4 mos.
Over 4 mos .

Fruit

Cereal
No .

I

!i2.:..

I

20
17

54
46

12
18

32
53

37

100

34

100

-1L ..1i..

Vei!tables

!i2.:..

I

9
23

25
62

-2...
37

..1L
100

Some children did not receive straine d baby foods.

E . Introduction to Table Foods
Under 1 year
Over 1 year

!i2.:..

. .L

33

87

-2...
38

..1L

100

No.
Before weaned
After weaned

34

Meats
No.

I

. 4
20
..1Q_

34

.L
89

-1L ...ll...
38

100

12
60
28

100

71
F.

Nutrition Problems, as reporte d by mothe r
Anemia
No .
_!_

12
26
38

Ye s
No

G.

32
68
100

Diarrhea

ConstiEation

%

No .

39
61
100

1,

.1.1..
38

�

14

Ye s
No

A --2.l.
38

0

0

38

100

-1!. 100

Swallowing
No .

100

18
20
38

47

14

37

100

38

100

-2.2- A --2.l.

4

..!..

A
38

11

_..§2_

100

3

.22...
38

Unusual
Cravin
gr
No .

Food
Alle rgi.
r
No .

Chewin
f
No .

8

_2.g_

100

4

A
38

11

9

..12-

_..§2_

38

100

di rt { 4) , starch ( 3) , toilet

*substance s eaten included :
pape r (1), and ·salt { 1) •·

Children .Who Re ceive Nut ritive Supple ments
Number

Percent

18
20
38

47

Yes
No

III.

37

�

Feeding Problems, as repo rte d by mothe r
Suckin
f
No .

H.

I

Diabete s

in Fa
No . y

VomiI

-2.2100

ASSES3'1ENT CF NUTRITIONAL STATUS

A . Distribution of t h3 Hei ght s and Wei ght s of Children using
the Unive rsi ty of Iowa Percentile s

Percentile

'> 84
84-,o
So-16
< 16

Height
Number y;ercent

3
7
11

...ll...
38

8
18
28

..M...
100

Wei ght
Numbe r Pe rcent

1

9

18

_1Q_

38

3
24
47
26
100

34

..I.§_

100

72
B.

Di stribution of the Hematocrit Readings of Childre n
Hemato crit

Numbe r

Pe rcent

3
15
16
2

42
44

36

100

> 40%
3 6 -40%
30 -35%
< 30%

c.

.8
6

Dietary informati on fro m 24-hour re calls
1.

Die tary sco re

*

Numbe r

Pe rcent

71
.12...

27
11

Unde r 10
10 - 15

)8

100

*usin g tl'I:! Basi c Four Food Groups as a guide , 15
is a "perfe ct" score . A se rving equals one point .
2.

Se rvi ngs of food per child
a.

Servings of
Bread and Ce reals
0
1
2
3

4

b.

or more

Servings of
Meat
0
1
2
3 o r more

Children

No
·
�

�
..J!- ...

6
9
8
8

16

38

100

....1...

24

21
21
18

Children
. No .
. :[

4

9
11

.l.!!...
38

10

24

29

..lL
100
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c.

Se rvin gs of
Fruit s an d
Ve getable s

Children

li2:.

0
1
2

Servings of
Leafy Green
or Ye llow
Ve getable s

3 or more

37
37

38

100

26

0
1
Ove r 1

25

11
2

38

I
66
29

_i_
100

Child ren

li2:.
6'
6

.li.
38

Chi ldren
No .

I

21
12

_i_

38

Children

Servin gs of
Milk and Dai cy
Products
0
1
2

14
14
10

No .

0
1
Ove r 1

d.

I

Servings of
Cit rus
Fruits

I
16
16
29

39

100

55

32

...lL
100

VITA
Bonnie . Riddell Bai ley was bo rn on March 3, 1940 , in Lextngton ,
Kentucky.

He r elemen tary education was in schools in Oak Ridge ,

Tenn� ssee, and Powe ll , Tennessee • . She graduated from Powell Hi gh
School in June , 1958 .

The fo llowing fall she enrolled in ta! Uni ver

sity of Tenne ssee at Knoxville .

She graduated with hi ghest hono rs in

June , 1962 , with a Bachelo r of Scie nce de gre e in Hone Economics.

She

is a membe r of Alpha Lambda Delta, Omi cron Nu, and Phi Kappa Phi .
She tau ght vo cati onal home e conomi cs in Lenoir City, Tenne ssee ,
befo re be ginnin g graduate study fo r a Maste r of Science de gree in
Nutriti on and Publi c Health in September, 1964 .
She was married to William Ghilli s Bailey on March 20 , 1965 .
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